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Abstract: Generally, structure is designed for a specific life period, around 100 years. The existence of the structure 

after the service life period is very dangerous to its residents and surrounding buildings. Therefore, it becomes essential 

to demolish the building. In developed nations demolition is fundamental for the advancement of new structures for 

different l purposes. Any sort of destruction work needs multiple resources for executing the work. Today different 

sorts of demolition strategies are available, however, the technique for demolition work differs with the site condition 

and cost. The demolition technique likewise changes with the time accessible for destruction and need of site leeway 

for the new structure. The utilization of techniques for destruction depends upon real site conditions and accessible 

space. The destruction innovation is drilled to destroy the solid structures in a controlled manner particularly in Indian 

conditions. The significant strategies rehearsed in this field are referenced. Destruction is the intentional obliteration 

of structures and materials by methods for explosives, mechanical aid, fire, chemical aid, etc. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Definition 
 

Demolition can be characterized as "dismantling, razing, wrecking or wracking any structure or any part thereof by 

pre-arranged and controlled way." Demolition implies the total or incomplete destroying of a structure. It rejects 

restoration, provided the work doesn't include the change of existing auxiliary segments. 

Techniques for Structure Demolition 

Three types of structure demolition. 

➢ Progressive Demolition 

➢ Mechanism of Control Demolition 

➢ Deconstruction or Top Down 
 

1.2 Progressive Demolition 
 

Progressive demolition or dynamic demolition technique is the primary technique adopted to demolish a building by 

extracting any load-supporting structural member part by part prior to the complete collapse of the building. The 

required machinery or equipment consists of bulldozers, backhoes, hydraulic excavators, etc. 
 

1.3 Mechanism of Control Demolition 
 

Control demolition is a technique that involves extracting out of main structural elements before the structure falls 

completely or partially. It is practiced for large catchment areas and usually involves methods of implosion, wire rope 

pulling, etc. 
 

1.4 Deconstruction or Top-Down 
 

Deconstruction or top-down is a technique that is practiced in order to reuse the demolition waste. It involves 

demolition by manual or mechanical methods. It is applicable for all kinds of sites especially those situated in urban 

areas. It is operated from top to bottom in general trends. The demolition sequence may vary with respect to site 

conditions and the nature of structural members to be demolished. 

Methods of demolition 
 

1.5 Basic Destruction Strategies 
 

The destruction devices are various sorts of containers, destruction blast and elephant tusk. They are predominantly 

used to wreck stonework structures however can likewise be utilized for concrete. These types of tools are mounted 

on a hydraulic excavator.  
 

1.6 Hammer 
 

Repeated pounding or hammering is frequently used to crack and break concrete for the most part due to happening 

elastic and shear pressure.  
 

1.7 Demolition of Building by use of a Wrecking Ball 
 

The wrecking ball application consists of a crane equipped with a steel ball. The destruction is done using the impact 

energy of the steel ball suspended from the crawler crane. Recommended techniques for the wrecking ball operations 

include Vertical Drop-In In this free falling of the wrecking ball onto the structure is done. Swing in line, This is done  
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by swinging of the ball in-line with the jib. 
 

1.8 Crushing 
 

A C-molded outline or a solid jaw is either suspended or mounted over the arm of an Excavator. This sort of destruction 

hardware was created in Japan. There is a wide range of varieties of destruction gear, which can break or pound 

strengthened solid components of most sizes and levels of fortifications. The jaws are very productive, quiet; cause 

little residue and no Vibration. In like manner, the jaws are appropriate for solid destruction in local locations.  
 

2. Abrasion 
 

There are diverse destruction machines dependent on scraped area for example sawing, wire sawing and hydraulic jet, 

diamond drilling.  
 

2.1 Diamond Drilling  
 

The drilling device is mostly mounted on a stand. The openings, 40-500 mm in diameter across, are created with 

extensive precision. The drills are run by pneumatic, hydraulic or electrical power. Medium and extensive drilling 

operations are completed distinctly with vehicle-mounted drills. At the point when the holes are drilled one next to 

the other, the strategy can be utilized for destruction, be that as it may, not be productive but rather the technique is 

exceptionally helpful when renovating structures. It is needed to be cooled with water.  
 

2.2 Diamond Sawing  
 

On a fundamental level see drilling. Sawing with a disc (maximum 1000 mm width) can likewise be fascinating for 

complete demolition when demounting components of an RCC structure or a structure. There dedicated transporters 

for sawing, particularly in Japan. The components can be utilized for another structure, ideally for a similar reason as 

they were utilized for.  
 

2.3 Diamond Wire 
 

A loop wire saw with diamond bits can cut around the circuit of a concrete section. It is generally used for cutting in 

rocks yet can also be utilized for large concrete structures.  
 

2.4 Water Jet 
 

This technique is typically used for obliterating damaged surfaces. A high-pressure jet of water is used to infiltrate 

into weak cement. At the point when the water washes away, it takes the damaged cement with it.  
 

3. Blasting 
 

Concrete and rocks can be parted by a blasting force in a predrilled opening.  
 

3.1 Hydraulic Busters 
 

Two types of tools are usually utilized. The plunger buster  
 

Comprises of a central chamber down the side of which a progression of cylinders is constrained out. The wedge 

busters comprise of a steel wedge, which is withdrawn under hydraulic pressure. In either case, the bursters are 

frequently utilized in numerous courses of action encouraged from a typical hydraulic power supply.  
 

3.2 Chemical Expansive Agent 
 

Unslaked lime composite is blended or ingested with water and Infused or filled into a predrilled hole. The blasting 

impact takes from certain hours up to a day. There are no issues with residue, commotion or Vibration when blasting 

aside from the pre-drilled system.  
 

3.3 Implosion 
 

The utilization of explosives on demolition sites ought to be viewed as the use of a controlled High energy force. The 

operation must be done by well-experienced staff, who are authorized. In many nations explosion on sites is secured 

by guidelines. For the demolition of concrete structures, it is normal to drill holes diagonally into cement to be removed 

at foreordained positions.   The holes are then charged with explosives that are electrically detonated in intervals. 

Compared to other methods, the utilization of explosives on huge and tall structures may appear significantly 

economic. The inconveniences are excessive ground Vibration which may harm neighboring structures and excessive 

dust. Safety measures should be taken to quit flying debris.  
 

3.4 Melting 
 

Concrete and rebar are liquefied by the heat of combustion of metal or organic fuel, plasma and laser beam. The 

burning of oxygen and metal melts concrete and rebar. The method is noisy and unique safety measures must be taken 

against fire and smoke. 
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3.5 Spalling 
 

Concrete spread is spalled by heating rebar electrically with high current, which implies that the rebar expands and 

tensile stress in the concrete. The strategy has been analyzed for atomic reactors in Japan. 
 

4. Risks in Demolition of Buildings 
 

The issues which may emerge while doing the building destruction are as per the following –  

Accidents because of people tumbling from high, unprotected working environments and through openings. Accidents 

because of people being struck by falling objects. The structure falling all of a sudden and startlingly may cause the 

demise of the laborers. Exposure to the residue, synthetic compounds, and clamor impact the word related wellbeing. 

Injury to human laborers because of the trouble of getting too into or working inside a structure that is under 

destruction.  Falling of littler items of flotsam and jetsam from the obliterating building. Falling of mostly destroyed 

structure. The collapse of the unsteady structure because of the unique structure being upset. Employing wrong 

techniques to annihilate. The collapse of substantial demolition hardware due to deficient backing of the halfway 

annihilated structure. The collapse of the incompletely obliterated structure due to the convenience of an enormous 

measure of hazy flotsam and jetsam. Difficult access for laborers going into a structure under demolition. Heavy 

machinery utilized in demolition may have a chance of breakdown because of deficient help. To maintain a strategic 

distance from these results from destruction work, it is important to comprehend the total procedure of demolition of 

the building. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

Demolition technique applied in a structure relies on different factors, for example, site condition, kind of structures, 

age of the building, stature of building and economy and most significant its area with surrounding and locality. 

Controlled destruction of the building is important to guarantee the safety of both the laborers and the environment to 

cause the least measure of wounds and mishaps. It is presumed that before completing any demolition works, building 

an overview must be done cautiously, so that it may not make any serious harm to open and adjoining properties 

around the structure which is to be crushed. Any sort of structure to be demolished, its technique relies on different 

factors, for example, site condition, sort of structures, period and height of building and economy and most significant 

its area with the nearness of its encompassing with its auxiliary strength. Controlled demolition of the building is 

important to guarantee the security of both the laborers and the environment in order to cause the least measure of 

wounds and mishaps. Hazardous or implosion demolition is the most favored strategy for securely and effectively 

destroying the bigger structures which require very high precision. The method of demolition ought to be done with 

the point of limiting the dangers of making harm people and properties of the general population, jeopardizing the 

safety and security of the site workforce and harming the local condition. 
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